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Introduction: This abstract is to summarize the the 

first result of a project aimed at to outline the basic of a 

method: how remote and in-situ surface imaging data 

helps to extrapolate subsurface features (structure, 

composition, paleo-environmental conditions) on Mars. 

Such methods could be useful to target in-situ subsur-

face analysis and interpret, put into context its result. 

Examples of the first results are summarized below that 

could be used to target drilling during the missions of 

EmoMars Rover (EXM), proposed mission of ESA [1]. 

In Hungary we started a project in order to find out 

how much surface features are useful to reconstruct 

shallow subsurface structures on Mars, from orbital 

data and from surface observations. Using topographic, 

morphologic and spectral data it is possible to estimate 

the composition and structure of subsurface units pre-

sent at the landing site of ExoMars Rover. 

Methonds: used ways to extrapolate subsurface 

structures are summarized in Fig. 1. and Table 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Overwiew of surface signatures of subsurface features 
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Table 1. Useful data to estimate subsurface parameters 

Discussion: We started the analysis at test regions 

in orfer to find out the general characteristics of the 

method to extrapolate subsurface structures. Fig. 2., 3. 

shows a midlatitude surface mantle covered example. 

 
Fig. 2.HiRISE image ESP_019347_1330 as example, 

how subsurface layering could be analyzed from remote data  

Resuls: From remote data the followings could be 

determined at Asomov crater (46.7S 4.4E): 1. layering 

stratigraphy in the top 200 m thick subsurface region, 

2. youngest layer is 1-20 m thick, 3. morphology sug-

gests preferred erosion along structural lines and pre-

vius tension directions, 4. polygonal pattern suggest 

ancient or present ice cement, 5. previously ice filled 

layer is accessible for EXM along a 400 m wide stripe 

directly on the surface, and in another similar sized 

stripe by the drill sampling unit. 

 
Fig. 3. Reconstructed structures along X-Y (Fig. 1. a) profile 

Conclusion: The above-mentioned is only one ex-

ample method to show remote based data is useful to 

estimate shallow subsurface structures, and could be 

used to target and help to interpret and exploit the re-

sults of surface missions like ExoMars Rover, and also 

to extrapolate paleo-environmental conditions there. 

The methods analysied in our project would be also 

useful for MAX-C, the rover partner of EXM [2,3]. 
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